Start Your Baby Reading Today...

BUILDING BRAIN CONNECTIONS

ONLY $14.95 + FREE SHIPPING!

What Makes Your Baby Can Read® So Special?
A baby’s brain thrives on stimulation and develops at a phenomenal pace, nearly 90% during the first five years of life! The easiest and easiest time to learn a language is during the infant and toddler years, when the brain is creating thousands of synapses, or connections, allowing a child to learn both the written word and spoken word simultaneously.

Benefits of Early Literacy
According to Your Baby Can Read developer Dr. Robert Titzer, the current practice of starting to teach reading in school is too late. When
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What Makes Your Baby Can Read® So Special?
A baby's brain thrives on stimulation and develops at a phenomenal pace. nearly 90% of the brain's neural networks are formed between birth and age five. When a child's brain is still creating thousands of synapses, or connections, allowing a child to learn both the written word and spoken word simultaneously.

Benefits of Early Literacy
According to the Baby Can Read developer Dr. Robert T. Bar, the current practice of starting to teach reading in school is too late. When children develop reading skills during their natural window of opportunity from about six to age five, they read better and are more likely to enjoy it.

In fact, studies prove that the earlier a child learns to read, the better they perform in school and later in life. Early readers have more self-confidence and are more likely to stay in school. Meanwhile, a national panel of reading specialists and educators determined that most of the nation's reading problems could be eliminated if children began reading earlier.

What You Get
Getting started is as easy as ABC. With the Baby Can Read! Deluxe Kit, you get a complete set of tools to unlock your child's reading potential.

Per order only:
- Your Baby Can Read! Complete E-Level DVD Reading System.

Only $14.95 + FREE SHIPPING!

TRY NOW!
What You Get

Getting started is as easy as ABC. With Your Baby Can Read Deluxe Kit, you get a complete set of tools to unlock your child's reading potential.

For your Child

• Your Baby Can Read Complete 5-Level DVD Reading System. These fun, interactive videos will help your baby reading and entertained.
• 5 Sets of Sliding Words Cards. The read & play cards accompany each level and reinforce what your child has learned.
• 6 Lift-a-Flap Books. The word and picture books accompany each level and introduce familiar words from the DVDs in a new format.

For you

Baby’s First Teacher Pack. Contains everything you need to help your child succeed!
• Early Learning Workshop DVDs. Dr. Tiber shares his secrets for a fun, multi-sensory approach to early language development.
• Teaching Cards: 15 Fun Games with 63 double-sided Interactive Cards to play with your child.

Watch the Videos

See what people are saying about Your Baby Can Read.